Win the Ultimate Lifestyle Package

$1.7M PACKAGE: THIS CLAREMONT HOME, AUDI Q2 AND $200K

Or take $1.4 MILLION IN CASH

4,000 prizes, 1 in 15 chance to win

Buy tickets now
ultimatelottery.com.au or call 1300 66 77 99

Cancer Council WA’s Ultimate Lifestyle Lottery could change your life!
Cancer Council Western Australia is the state’s leading, independent, evidence-based cancer organisation, and the only one fighting every cancer from every angle.

One in two Australians are diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime - we’re determined to change that.

In WA alone there are almost 12,000 new cases of cancer diagnosed each year. That number is expected to rise.

Currently, over 87,000 West Australians living with cancer need our help.

This year around 4000 West Australians will die from cancer – that’s 4000 too many. Too many of our fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters, children, friends and colleagues.

But we are making progress; the survival rate for many common cancers has increased by 30 per cent over the past two decades and today the five-year survival rate for some common cancers is over 90 per cent.

There’s still a long way to go until we can live in a world where cancer no longer turns lives upside down. However, every day, our world-class research funding program, prevention programs and vast range of information and support services are bringing the defeat of cancer closer.

When you purchase a ticket in our Ultimate Lifestyle Lottery, you join us in this fight.

Together, we will beat cancer.

On behalf of those you are helping, thank you.

Susan Rooney
CEO
Cancer Council WA
Billie’s Story

“The support I’ve received from Cancer Council WA has been the most amazing thing.”

Albany mum Billie Cunningham was diagnosed with incurable non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma just months after having her first child, Matilda.

“It was a very stressful time coming to terms with it, particularly while coping with my first baby, lack of sleep and breastfeeding all at the same time,” Billie said.

There are around 20 different types of Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma and it took three months to diagnose Billie’s, requiring numerous 830km roundtrips to Perth for appointments and scans. Billie was eventually diagnosed with the ‘SLL’ type – a slow growing cancer.

“Cancer Council’s Crawford Lodge was a lifesaver. It meant my partner, daughter and I didn’t have to worry about finding accommodation in Perth, which relieved an enormous amount of stress. To find a cot had been set up in our room the first night we arrived was wonderful. I can’t explain how much that thoughtfulness meant to us and the fact the staff had gone that extra mile,” she said.

For six months, Billie had three days of chemo each month as a day patient, then 28 days off.

“I found it hard to pick Matilda up when I came home because I was so weak, which is tough, but I tried to see it as short term pain for long term gain,” Billie explained.

“The free support I’ve received from Cancer Council has been the most amazing thing. I initially felt really embarrassed to access the financial assistance, but I wasn’t working when I was diagnosed, and my partner was working casually. Finance was really tight so Cancer Council was able to pay a few bills which was a godsend.

“The complimentary counsellor I saw was also fantastic and offered me some really great practical advice. Fiona, Cancer Council’s Great Southern cancer support coordinator, also organised a cleaner for two hours a fortnight, which took a lot of stress away for me.”

Billie’s cancer is not curable but it’s treatable with a five to ten year period of remission. Usually the outcomes are good.

“I’m learning to live with this cancer. I want to share my story because I didn’t realise how much CCWA does and I think it’s important to let other people know,” she said.

“They’ve given me so much... I want to give back and let donors know how CCWA helps. I always thought donations just went to research. I had no idea about all the free services they provide, too.”

Billie’s now had six rounds of chemotherapy with a very good outcome. She’s taking rehabilitative exercise classes specifically designed for post-cancer treatment, and is putting all her energy into looking after her health and her very energetic little girl.

The proceeds from every Ultimate Lifestyle Lottery ticket will help us continue to support families like Billie’s, run lifesaving prevention programs, and fund vital cancer research to find better treatments and cures.
THE ULTIMATE PRIZE

Tickets only $100 | Call 1300 66 77 99

$1.7M PACKAGE:
THIS CLAREMONT HOME,
AUDI Q2 AND $200K

Or take
$1.4 MILLION IN CASH

Tickets only $100 | Call 1300 66 77 99
The Ultimate Prize is a stunning, fully furnished $1.4 million dollar, 3 bed, 2 storey home in the Perth suburb of Claremont.

Plus  a brand new $59,386 Audi Q2, and $200,000 CASH!  The total prize is valued at a huge $1,700,386.

OR take $1.4 million in cash instead!

The ULTIMATE place to live

This spectacular home exudes luxury inside and out!  
At the heart of the home is a large, continuous central living area that creates a light-filled space perfect for relaxing and entertaining.  
The ground floor has been designed with the entertainer in mind.  
Free-form living and dining areas flow naturally into a spacious galley kitchen featuring stone bench tops throughout, 900mm stainless steel appliances and a large scullery.  
The upper level of the home is luxurious, functional and spacious.  
A generous and relaxing master suite is complemented by a hotel-style ensuite and spacious walk in robe. The two additional bedrooms are complete with luxurious furnishings and built-in robes.  
Conveniently located between the CBD, Swan River and iconic Cottesloe Beach, the must-haves for the ultimate lifestyle are at your doorstep.

Buy tickets ultimatelottery.com.au

Proudly built by
Switch Homes, a PINDAN company.
Get your ticket before April 12 and you could win 9 times!

The earlier you get your tickets, the more chances you’ll have to win!

Tickets purchased before April 12 will be in the running for the $150,000 Early Bird cash prize, all 7 of the weekly bonus prizes, and the Ultimate Prize Package!

Week 4
Drawn Thursday 18 May
Trans-Siberian Railway escape valued at $20,000

Week 1
Drawn Thursday 27 April
Spectacular Northern Lights and Grizzly Bear Encounter valued at $20,000
Week 2
Drawn Thursday 4 May
Treasures of Peru escape valued at $20,000

Week 3
Drawn Thursday 11 May
East African Adventure valued at $20,000

Week 5
Drawn Thursday 25 May
Cruising the Galapagos with National Geographic valued at $20,000

Weeks 6 & 7
Week 6 drawn Thursday 1 June
Week 7 drawn Thursday 8 June
Volkswagen Polo 81TSI DSG valued at $24,459

Buy tickets ultimatelottery.com.au
Thousands of amazing prizes up for grabs!

This year we’ve upped the ante with our amazing $3 million prize pool. There are 4,000 prizes up for grabs and each ticket has a 1 in 15 chance to win!

Prizes includes luxury cars, fantastic holiday packages, entertainment, home & lifestyle goods, all with recommended retail prices well above the $100 ticket price!

With only 60,000 tickets available, you don’t want to miss out on this incredible chance to win.

1x Jaguar XE Sedan valued at $71,312

The award-winning Jaguar XE offers an unrivalled balance of ride, handling and refinement. The light, Advanced Aluminium Architecture, sophisticated suspension and powerful, efficient engine make the XE the driver’s car in its class.

The XE is the ultimate luxury car and features Jaguar’s next-generation infotainment system - InControl Touch Pro, which includes a 10.2” tablet-style touchscreen offering intuitive operation and super-fast response times, along with a Meridian Digital 7 speaker Surround Sound system.

The XE also benefits from a wide range of advanced driver assistance systems that can detect and warn against driver fatigue. The Jaguar XE Sedan ensures every journey is a rewarding and enjoyable experience.

Supplier: Southern Jaguar Land Rover
VW Tiguan 162TSI valued at $62,570

The newly released Tiguan 162TSi is equal measures of elegance and ruggedness. With a sleek new design, LED tail lights, chrome finishes, alloy wheels and premium appointments, it sets a new benchmark.

The dashboard itself is the epitome of clean and functional design, with everything you need readily at hand. The eye-catching, HD Active Info Display uses a 12.3” screen with configurable views for navigation, infotainment, driver assistance, off-road and vehicle performance functions.

Fitted with a Panoramic Sunroof, this car also features Volkswagen’s R-Line Package - complete with upgraded 20” Alloys, brushed stainless steel pedals, R styled bumper and spoiler, plus power adjustable seats. The premium finishes and stylish elegance put the Tiguan a class above.

Supplier: Osborne Park Volkswagen

Audi A3 Cabriolet valued at $62,137

The Audi A3 Cabriolet combines elegant lightness with dynamic proportions. Enjoy the unlimited freedom of open top driving with the fully-automated fabric top that can be opened at up to a speed of 50km/h. Featuring high quality innovation in every detail, the luxury inclusions make the A3 a luxury car like no other.

The innovative cylinder-on-demand feature helps keep fuel consumption down, while the all-new seven-speed dual wet-clutch transmission has been developed to work with both front-wheel-drive and quattro drivetrains. Also included is MMI (multi-media interface) navigation, along with Audi Connect which provides access to Google Earth, Google Search and a Wi-Fi hotspot. The sophisticated array of technology creates a safer drive, while the determined and focused exterior delivers a road presence that is uniquely Audi.

Supplier: Audi Centre Perth
European Wanderer Holiday Package valued at $15,000

Imagine taking in the sights and atmosphere of London, Brussels, Heidelberg, Munich, Innsbruck, Venice, Rome, Florence, Lake Maggiore, Lucerne and Paris. All in one trip!

Spend 19 incredible days exploring the varied landscapes, magnificent scenery, historic sites and a treasure trove of art and architecture while enjoying this memorable European escape for two.

Included in your package is luxuriously appointed accommodation and memorable dining experiences in Paris and Lucerne. Picture yourself gliding along the canals of Venice exploring the intimate and hidden parts of this unique city while musicians set the mood with traditional songs!

Supplier: Bicton Travel

The Road to Mandalay Holiday Package valued at $15,000

Discover the ancient secrets of Burma with a 14 night luxury escape

Myanmar, formally known as Burma is a kaleidoscope of influences and beliefs. The nation’s centuries-old tea culture and awe-inspiring monuments combine in a tapestry of sights, sounds and tastes.

You and your guest will spend the first 7 nights of your trip on a luxury river cruise, taking in the breathtaking sights of the Mandalay from your luxurious French Balcony cabin.

Your amazing trip then continues in deluxe hotel luxury, including: 3 nights at the five-star Pristine Lotus Spa Resort at Inle Lake; 2 nights at the five-star Mandalay Hill Resort in Mandalay and; 2 nights at the five-star Sule Shangri-La Hotel Yangon.

Supplier: Bicton Travel
COMO The Treasury Ultimate Escape Package valued at $2,445

Enjoy a luxurious inner city escape for two at the award winning COMO The Treasury hotel.

Relax and unwind in your stunning Heritage Balcony Room overlooking Cathedral Square in the Perth CBD.

Throughout your stay you’ll be treated to complimentary valet parking, breakfast at Post restaurant daily, a 5 course tasting menu at Wildflower restaurant, a group yoga class and a 75-minute COMO Shambhala Massage in a couples treatment room.

Supplier: COMO The Treasury

Borneo Orangutan Odyssey Holiday Package valued at $10,000

12 day fly, stay and tour Borneo package for two

This journey is the ultimate Borneo experience. You and your guest will witness the orangutans in Semenggoh and Sandakan, trek around Bako and Kinabalu National Parks, interact with indigenous tribes and visit their homes and local villages. You will also have the opportunity to learn how to cook local foods with an interactive cooking experience, enjoy high tea at Sabah Tea House and cruise along the Kinabatangan River in search of wildlife.

Supplier: Bicton Travel

Buy tickets ultimatelottery.com.au
ENTERTAINMENT

4,000 prizes. 1 in 15 chance to win!

5x
LG 65" (164cm) LG OLED Smart TV valued at $5,449

50x
Sony Noise Cancelling Headsets valued at $239

100x
Yamaha Wireless Unit valued at $249

200x
$150 Cancer Council WA Retail Shop Gift Card

300x
Bose® SoundSport in-ear headphones valued at $199

600x
$150 IKEA Gift Card

400x
Fitbit Flex 2 valued at $169

600x
$150 David Jones Gift Card

Tickets only $100   |   Call 1300 66 77 99
HOME & LIFESTYLE

4,000 prizes. 1 in 15 chance to win!

- **20x**
  Dyson Heating/Cooling Fan with Air Purifier valued at $839

- **60x**
  Tefal Cook4Me Multicooker valued at $349

- **100x**
  Philips Viva Collection TurboStar Rapid Air Technology Airfryer valued at $329

- **300x**
  Nutribullet 1000W valued at $229

- **400x**
  Morphy Richards Kettle valued at $170

- **200x**
  Morphy Richards Toaster valued at $170

- **453x**
  Kenwood Spiralizer valued at $139

- **200x**
  Heston Blumenthal BBQ Cube valued at $249

Cancer Council WA’s Ultimate Lifestyle Lottery could change your life!

Ultimately, it’s about defeating cancer. Proceeds from every ticket purchased will allow us to fund vital cancer research; run lifesaving prevention and education programs; and provide much-needed support to the thousands of West Australians affected by cancer each year. Ultimately, every ticket helps bring the defeat of cancer closer.
Every ticket will fund vital cancer research, education programs and support services. Here’s what we were able to achieve in the 2015/16 financial year:

### CANCER INFORMATION AND SUPPORT

- **8,449** contacts were received by our cancer information and support line.
- **1698** counselling sessions were provided at no cost to people affected by cancer.

**We are a compass for people affected by cancer by providing information and support to guide them through their cancer journey.**

- **1308** cancer patients and carers took part in our free Life Now exercise, meditation, yoga and patient education sessions.
- **4174** regional cancer patients were provided support by our cancer support coordinators.

- **2442** financial support payments were made to people experiencing hardship while undergoing treatment.
- **4825** country cancer patients and their carers were hosted by our Crawford and Milroy Lodges.

### RESEARCH

- **$4 million** of funding was committed to support WA's best and brightest cancer researchers.

**We fund world-class peer reviewed research that reduces the incidence and impact of cancer.**

### PREVENTION & EDUCATION

- **68%** of West Australian smokers surveyed saw the ‘Sponge’ campaign and either quit, attempted to quit or cut down their smoking.
- **100,000** students are enrolled in the Crunch&Sip program which encourages fruit, veg and water breaks in the school day.

- **2769** wigs, turbans, hats and scarves were provided at no cost by our Wig Service to 579 cancer patients.

**We reduce cancer in the WA community by encouraging people to lead healthy, cancer-smart lifestyles and educating them about early detection.**

- **18** UV meters installed at schools and community areas across WA.

- **4825** Find Cancer Early campaigns ran state-wide.
4,000 amazing prizes
1 in 15 chance to WIN!

Tickets only $100

Buy tickets now
ultimatelottery.com.au

Call 1300 66 77 99

Follow us Cancer Council Lifestyle Lottery